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KEY
FIGURES
2019

252ml

years

of experience

euro in revenues

115

employees overall

in excess of

200

31

projects completed

4.000.000m2
built

projects under construction

736.000m2

under construction in 2019

ITALY
FRANCE
Ris Orangis (South Paris)
Geodis
14.000m2

Nogarole Rocca
Zalando 94.740m2
Liffrè - Rennes
LIDL
40.000m2

Landriano
Aldi 52.500m2
SDA 27.810m2
TIESSE 30.714m2
St. Quentin Fallavier
LIDL
36.000m2

Vescovana
Geodis 35.864m2
Casirate
Ipercoop
60.000m2

Novara DSV
S.Agabio 1 23.534m2
S.Agabio 2 38.076m2

Castel San Giovanni
Stireria 3.991m2
Bologna
SDA 24.200m2
Yoox 10.642m2
Prologis 20.499m2

Montagny (South Lyon)
Alliance Health Care
15.000 m2

Torrazza POD
Amazon 5.000m2

Calenzano
2 4.615m2

Piacenza
AP6 44.900m2
Pontenure
OVS
29.535m2
Valsamoggia
VGP - Macron
21.839m2

Forli
Amadori
7.700m2

Santarcangelo
di Romagna
Amazon 6.995m2

Passo Corese
SDA 17.505m2
Metro 9.520m2
AEW 48.600m2
Roma
Tecnopolo 9.265m2
Colleferro
Amazon 140.00m2
Leroy Merlin 53.938m2

ENG2K IN 2019
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E-COMMERCE
In developed economies, logistics for e-commerce represents the
latest driver of change in logistics and distribution networks.

E-commerce sales are growing year after year in Western Europe
(620 billion Euro in 2019) and Italy is one of the fastest growing
ecommerce markets overall.


Be stubborn on
the long term vision but
flexible on details.
Jeff Bezos
Amazon



Since the start of e-commerce in Italy, Engineering2k worked
together with the main market players, developing automated
warehouses in order to meet the new demand for different
logistics functions, translating in different buildings typology:
• Mega e-fulfillment
• Parcel sortation centers
• “last mile” parcel delivery centres

MAIN CUSTOMERS
Zalando
95.000m2
YOOX Net-a-porter
68.600m2
Amazon
635.000m2
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TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED
WAREHOUSES
CHILLED WAREHOUSES:
FOOD & BEVERAGE
Chilled Warehouses are required in the food industry.

The Food Chain is complex in terms of Hazard, Traceability and
Public Health implications.



Consumers’ beahviour is changing along with new pattern of
shopping and lifestyle, this changes reflect in the logistic chain

We working
with the
MAJOR PLAYERS
of the italian
FOOD INDUSTRY

and in the way warehouses should be built.
Italy is one of the European leader in agricolture and food
production, both in volume and quality.
Export accounts for 25% of total revenues, and still growing
thanks to new big accessable markets such as China.


Engineering2k has been working with major players of the italian
food industry (Fresh product, Poultry, Processed product, Frozen
products), building taylor made warehouse and distribution
plants to meet client specification and HACCP requirements,
boosting their business and operations.

MAIN CUSTOMERS
NaturaSi
40.000m2
Aldi
55.000m2
LIDL St. Quentin
36.000m2
LIDL Liffrè
40.000m2
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AIR-CONDITIONED
WAREHOUSES
AIR-CONDITIONED WAREHOUSES:
E-COMMERCE
In the e-commerce sector, big sized warehouses are more and


We
developed circa
1.000.000 m2
of
AIR-CONDITIONED
Warehouses



more air-conditioned.

Engineering2k built up over time a specific know-how in this
field throughout a close collaboration with the end-user to build
taylor made projects. This implies a thoroughful knowledge of the
most updated installations technology, risk analysis and client’s
operational procedure.

Engineering2k developed circa 1.000.000 m2 of air-conditioned
warehouses for e-commerce (Amazon, Zalando, YOOX).

MAIN CUSTOMERS
Zalando
95.000m2
YOOX Net-a-porter
68.600m2
Amazon
635.000m2
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CROSS
DOCKING
Cross

Docking

solutions

allow

companies

to

expedite shipments to customers, in order to meet the
goal of an optimised supply chain.

There are a number of cross-docking options that are available to
the market. Companies will use the type of Cross Docking option
applicable to the type of products and business management
adopted.

From a construction point of view Engineering2k developed


We developed
more than
500.000 m2
OF CROSS DOCKING
Warehouses



over time different shapes of Cross Docking buildings, in order
to accomplish different customer needs (L Shape, T Shape,
H shape); Engineering2k developed specific know-how to build
column-free platforms column-free warehouses to increase the
efficency of indoor movimentation (DB Shenker).

Although Cross Docking is a well known type of warehousing,
new Technologies do apply.
Time pressure is becoming a criticalpoint: the construction time
of Engineering2k is being shrinked constantly.
So far Engineering2k developed more than 500.000 m2 of Cross
Docking Warehouses in Italy for major international logistic
operators such as SDA, Number One, DHL, TNT.

MAIN CUSTOMERS
SDA Bologna
23.000m2
DB Schenker
10.000m2
Geodis Ris Orangis
14.000m2
Number One Bologna
14.500m2
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CERTIFICATION

NEW TECHNOLOGY

OUR INNOVATION

GREEN &
ARCHITECTURE
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CERTIFICATION
Certified procedure are essential to meet quality standard, improve
operation, track and control both internally and externally.
We divide certification in three categories:

SUSTENABILITY
BREEAM


YOUR
PROJECT
completely
UNDER
CONTROL



DGMB
LEED
ISO 14001

Given the nature of logistic business enviroment, Engineering2k has been
working from the beggining for international clients, complying with the
main certification standards required by different national scheme or
specific internal requirments.

QUALITY & SAFETY
ISO 9001
ISO 18001

Quality procedure are essential to track back operations and identify
critical points. In Europe safety standards are rising year after year
and Engineering2k implemented ISO 18001 to meet the most updated
requirements.
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NEW
TECHNOLOGY
BIM DESIGN
Our customers require BIM design in order to create a unique file on
differnt layers so that all the specialist, involved in the project can work
togheter on the same digital material.


I do not fear computers.
I fear the lack of them.
Isaac Asimov

Engineering2k selects those supplier able to integrate their project into
BIM, this is a must because BIM is required by local administration too.
We believe that BIM is just a starting point, just the beginning of a new
efficent way to make a project easy to edit and to control throughout all
the phases of design and implementation.



TRUDI-CANTIERI PROTETTI
Manpower is essential and a safe working enviroment is the only possible
way to protect our people.

Our building sites are focused from day 1 in safety. On top of the
safety legal requirments (Induction, personnell training, risk analysis),
Engineering2k added extra control to prevent udesired acces into the
building site: no one can work in our building sites unless all the required
documents are uploaded on TRUDI server and double checked.

Site access is granted by way of personal badges, and if any of the above
documents are missing or not up to date, the badge simply doesn’t open
the controlled access gates.
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GREEN &
ARCHITECTURE
Warehouses are getting bigger in size, their impact on the ecosystem



and surrounding landscape requires a careful study. Over the latest years

Beauty
will save Italy.
Farinetti

to rise and e tailor made on the end-users requirements. For some clients

EATALY



construction technologies changed radically, buildings are lighter, faster
their own warehouses is a matter of image, not just an operational tool.

This aspect is becoming critical for our clients and for us too. We like
to dedicate time and resources to design facade, office spaces, lighting
system; recently we launched a specific study on implementing green
initiatiatives to improve the facilities landscape; among them green
terraces accessible from the office spaces to improve the working
environment and social time.

We know our buildings will be busy for decades, that’s why a pleasant
workspace helps creating a better working environment. We started
twenty years ago with simple grass, then we added some trees and
nowadays every single project is built with the help of a landscaping
expert. We are adding bees farming, sheep recovery, cycling path and
hundreds of local plants and trees.
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MAIN
CUSTOMERS
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CONTACT
DETAILS
Engineering2K SpA
Registered and Administrative Offices:
Strada 1 Palazzo E1
20090 Assago Milanofiori (MI)
 +39 02-52879011
 +39 02-52879034
Operational Headquarters:
Strada 1 Palazzo E1
20090 Assago Milanofiori (MI)
 +39 02-52879011
 +39 02-52879034
Operational Headquarters:
Viale Dell’Industria, 19/F
29015 Castel San Giovanni (PC)
 +39 02-52879011
 +39 02-52879034
Operational Headquarters France:
53 Avenue Carnot
69250 Neuville-Sur-Saone LYON-FRANCE
 +33 047 4949852
 info@eng2k.com
 www.eng2k.com

Engineering2K
is on the main social networks



www.eng2k.com

